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Abstract 

 

Aim: The primary goal of this study paper is to identify plant leaf disease  to discover the greatest accuracy 

using K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and an Innovative Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).  

Methods and Materials:  The data set in this present work utilizes the publicly available Kaggle data set for 

plant leaf disease detection. The sample size of classification of leaf disease detection with improved accuracy 

rate was sample 80 (Group 1=40 and Group 2 =40) and calculation is carried out utilizing G-power of 0.8 with 

alpha and beta qualities are 0.05, 0.2 with a confidence interval at 95%. Accuracy is performed with the dataset 

from the Kaggle. The two groups are K-Nearest Neighbors (N=10) and Convolutional Neural Network 

algorithms (N=10 ).  

Results: An Innovative Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is preferred for the Identification of Plant Leaf 

Disease. The accuracy is analyzed based on two algorithms, in which CNN reported accuracy of 93.68% and 

KNN  reported  accuracy of 81.31% for plant leaf disease detection. The two algorithms CNN and KNN  are 

statistically satisfied with the independent sample T-Test (𝛼=.001) value (p<0.05) i.e. p=0.0321  

Conclusion: Identification of Plant Leaf Disease significantly seems to be better in CNN than KNN. 

 

Keywords: Innovative Conventional Neural Network (CNN), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Deep Learning, 

Detection, Image processing.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The goal of the research paper is to detect 

disease in plants, which is crucial. Nowadays, there 

is a minimum   application-based system yet to 

detect the disease in plants. The previous approach 

for detecting plant diseases is straightforward with 

human eye monitoring by experts in which case 

identification and detection of plant disease 

occurred (Jasim and AL-Tuwaijari 2020). This 

system uses image processing techniques for 

identification of plant leaf disease. The agricultural 

landmass is quite simply being a food source 

supply in today’s world. Agriculture productivity 

is critically important to the Indian economy. 

(Boulent et al. 2019). Crop leaf disease is  a 

substantial danger to food security,but their rapid 

identification remains difficult in  several plant 

elements due to a lack of required infrastructure. 

To beat the foremost drawback and increase the 

economic rate, people have a tendency to use 

strategies of plant disease detection (Mohanty, 

Hughes, and Salathé 2016). Plant disease detection 

is one of the numerous agricultural applications 

required to increase production. According to the 

latest research, WMSN using camera capacity has 

been made to capture the morbid leaves in the farm 

and utilize it to obtain the solutions (Aasha 

Nandhini et al. 2017). Plant leaf disease 

identification is carried out by researchers in order 

to enhance business. Totally IEEE published 20 

linked articles, while Google Scholar published 6 

associated articles like ResearchGate, 

Sciencedirect (Ngugi, Abelwahab, and Abo-

Zahhad 2021) . 

Identification of plant disease exploitation 

innovative Convolution Neural Network that tells 

the way to realize the assorted diseases that have 

an effect on plant leaves. During this system, the 

accuracy of various diseases is 99.7%. 

Conventional Neural Network (CNN) model leads 

to scan of the photographs and will significantly 

influence the economical identification of the 

diseases, should have the capability of detecting 

disease in real-time agricultural systems with an 

accuracy of 98.45% (Hassan et al. 2021) . 

Innovative Convolution network to detect plant 

diseases as depicted by images of healthy plant 

leaves and a plant infected with a disease leaves 

with an of 96.34% (Shrestha et al. 2020). Image 

processing techniques can be used to detect plant 

diseases, Image acquisition, image pre-processing, 

image segmentation, feature extraction, and 

classification are all steps in disease detection of 

results 91.27% (Agarwal et al. 2020) . 

Our institution is passionate about high quality 

evidence based  research and has excelled in 

various domains (Vickram et al. 2022; Bharathiraja 

et al. 2022; Kale et al. 2022; Sumathy et al. 2022; 

Thanigaivel et al. 2022; Ram et al. 2022; Jothi et 

al. 2022; Anupong et al. 2022; Yaashikaa, 

Keerthana Devi, and Senthil Kumar 2022; 

Palanisamy et al. 2022). The main problem with 

this existing method is with a large data set.There 

are a few diseases that are detected,however this is 

insufficient for farmers or those involved in the 

agricultural sector.The Increase the number of 

diseases to make it more reliable for them, as well 

as the number of image datasets to achieve the best 

results.TheThe total number of photos is divided 

into two sections, one for training and one for 

testing, In general  70 percent the majority of the 

photos will be in the training section, while the rest 

will be in the test section. The proposed model 

would make a distinction among healthy and 

diseased leaves. Farmers can easily strengthen 

their growth momentum so that diseases do not 

spread across the civilized state.The two 

algorithms CNN and KNN analyzed among them 

and KNN has very little accuracy than CNN for 

detection of diseases. It is shown in a very low 

percentage while analyzing the disease image in  

the dataset. The study aims to improve the 

accuracy of the detection of disease, improve the 

correctness percentage of the recognized plant 

disease, and reduce the loss of data while training 

and testing the dataset. 

 

2. Methods and Material 

 

The proposed work's study setting is completed in 

the OOAD Laboratory, SIMATS, Saveetha School 

of Engineering, Department of Computer Science 

and Engineering, Chennai. sample size had been 

calculated by using clincalc.com by keeping G 

power (Kane, Phar, and BCPS) the calculation is 

performed utilizing G-power and the analysis's 

minimum power is set at 0.8,with alpha and the 

maximum allowable mistake is fixed beta qualities 

as 0.50 with threshold value as 0.05% and 

Confidence Interval is 95%. Mean and standard 

deviation has been calculated based on the 

previous literature for size calculation. The two 

groups are used, namely K-Nearest Neighbor 

(N=10) as an existing model as a group. 1 and 

Convolutional Neural Network (N=10) as a 

Proposed model as a group. 2.  

 

Data Preparation 

The Convolutional Neural Network is to 

find  Plant Leaf disease images that have been 

stored in the kaggle  dataset, to train and test 

through the dataset. The dataset contains 1000 data 

in the form of images taken as samples of various 

disease leaves from kaggle. There are 750 trained 

images and 250 tested images (Caldeira, Santiago, 

https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/4QUc
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/4jPO
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/XelK
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/XelK
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/Ws2s
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/Ws2s
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/HRqf
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/HRqf
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/GgWV
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/tPY4
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/FAgm
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/bGEjy+6iU8O+KWg00+812j5+qv4Ld+VT7uv+0L6HO+5MZJv+B2RbU+dZkHs
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/wonY
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and Teruel 2021). The sample image of the leaf 

present in the kaggle dataset has been shown in fig. 

1. 

K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classifiers 

can classify Alternaria alternata, anthracnose, 

microorganism blight, leaf spot, and canker of 

various plant species as examples of plant diseases. 

(Asif, Rahman, and Hena 2020). It contains a 

variety of steps in image acquisition, the image 

pre-processing, the segmentation, the options 

extraction,and the classifier victimization KNN 

(Sharma 2021). K-Nearest Neighbor  is the 

supervised Deep learning algorithm. Fig. 2 

represents the working flow of the KNN, The 

algorithmic rule will be wont to solve each 

classification and regression drawback statement. 

the amount of nearest neighbors to a replacement 

unknown variable that should be foreseen or 

classified. 

KNN algorithm steps  

1. Give the input as an image with pixel 

28*28.  

2. Take input and crop the image to 

present in the code  

3. Pre-process the image and find whether 

it is leaf disease or not.  

4. If yes, then it will go to the tensor flow 

function and exit.  

5.Once the image is in the tensor flow 

function it will pre-process the image.  

6.After the preprocessing is done the 

images are well processed and produce the    

    output image with the text format.  

 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 

Deep learning method in Conventional 

Neural Network (CNN) is the deep neural network 

with different activation functions and which is 

formed as a three-layer function that will produce 

the results.  It is a deeper neural network there will 

be multiple sections which are the input layer, the 

hidden layer, and the output layer. (Boulent et al. 

2019). Deep learning techniques, and in particular 

CNN, have junction rectifiers to important 

progress in the image process. CNN features can 

feed to a hidden layer followed by associate degree 

output classification layer exploitation soft-max 

and ReLU. The functioning of the Conventional 

Neural Network(CNN) has been delineated in Fig. 

3. Soft-max is the performance that may 

manufacture the prices of the specific value that 

planned the value to find the accuracy. The Fig. 3 

flow has been mentioned in the below steps.  

CNN algorithm steps 

1. Downloading the dataset to load  

2. Initialize the variables to train and test 

the data. 

3. Define a model. fit () function to 

describe the components which are to be 

accessed for                  running the code 

to get accuracy.  

4. Define the Categorical () function to 

categorize the data. 

5. Print the model. fit () function with the 

required epochs and find the accuracy. 

For comparing both the models, the 

dataset has been trained with five different sample 

sizes. the accuracy values are recorded.  

The system configuration is used for the 

algorithm to run in a 64 - bit Operating System, 

4GB RAM PC, and using Windows 10, Google 

Colab, and Microsoft Office for software 

specification.  

To estimate the training model's 

performance, the information has been separated 

for testing and training to verify the dataset load 

and reshape the information arrays to reason the 

photographs. Normalize the element values of 

grayscale pictures All the layers are operated 

through the ReLU activation to the specific cross-

entropy to search out the loss function. The model 

is evaluated with the fit() operation that has the 

metrics to validate the accuracy of the information. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

SPSS is a statistical software package that 

is used for data analysis of the K-Nearest Neighbor 

(KNN) algorithm and  the Innovative 

Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) algorithm. 

The independent sample t-test was used to 

calculate the mean, standard deviation, and 

standard error mean statistical significance 

between groups, and then the comparison of the 

two groups with the SPSS software. 

 

3. Results 

 

Conventional Neural Network (CNN) 

algorithm forms the layers with all the images of 

each number, whenever it runs at different times 

due to the initialization of sample size (N=10). The 

layers formed due to the iterations, the accuracy 

value changes with the duration of running time 

and produces the accuracy of the period which is 

shown in Table 1. Conventional Neural Network 

(CNN) has better accuracy the KNN due to the 

activation functions and metrics, the KNN 

algorithm has not compatible with the advanced 

activation functions that square measure solely 

restricted to the adam, adaleta, and degrade that 

takes longer, and therefore the functions don't seem 

to be taking the total information to research the 

similar disease within the dataset whereas the 

Conventional Neural Network (CNN) takes the 

information and forms layers with every leaf are 

https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/wonY
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/lfsu
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/3WQe
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/4jPO
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/4jPO
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individual basis and eventually offers the result. 

Regarding the activation functions, the accuracy 

has been modified and has established that CNN is 

better than KNN. 

Table. 1 represents the data collection from the 

N=20 samples of the dataset for CTC with the size 

of 28*28 pixels to gain accuracy (%) and  CNN to 

gain accuracy (%) is calculated based on Eqn. 1. 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  (𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)/ (𝑇𝑃 +  𝐹𝑃 +  𝑇𝑁 +
 𝐹𝑁)        (1) 

                    

 Where : 

TP = True Positive  

TN - True Negative  

FP - False Positive 

FN - False Negative  

 

Loss: A scalar worth that endeavor to limit during  

the preparation of the model. The lower the 

misfortune, the nearer the expectations are to the 

genuine names.  

The IBM SPSS version 21 statistical 

software is used for the study. Shape and size are 

independent variables, and size is the dependent 

variable accuracy (%). Present work-study 

Identification of Plant Leaf Disease. 

The datasets are prepared in SPSS using 

ware N=10 as the number of samples for, K-

Nearest Neighbors and Convolution Neural 

Network. The group ID is provided as a grouping 

variable, and accuracy is provided as a testing 

variable. The group ID is given as 1 for KNN and 

group ID. 2 for CNN. Group Statistics is applied 

for the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS) dataset and shown in Table. 2. By 

performing the statistical analysis group statistics 

represent the comparison of the accuracy of 

Identification of Plant Leaf Disease  of KNN and 

CNN. The CNN algorithm had the highest 

accuracy (92.67).  KNN had the lowest accuracy 

(89.07) in Table. 2.  

Table. 3. represents the Independent 

Sample T-Test is being used for the sample 

collections by fixing the level of significance as 

0.005 with a confidence interval of 95 %. After 

applying the SPSS calculation, KNN has accepted 

a statistically significant value (p<0.05). From Fig. 

4 it was represented by a simple bar Mean of 

Accuracy KNN error range (0.82 - 0.86) and CNN 

error range (0.92 - 0.94). 

 

4. Discussion 

 

The overall results that are shown in some 

variations in the accuracy values due to the 

advancements of the activation functions which 

proved that the Innovative Convolutional Neural 

Network with an accuracy of 93.68% is better than 

the K- Nearest Neighbors with an accuracy of 

81.31% in identification of plant leaf disease. 

There is a statistically significant difference in 

Plant Leaf Disease using image accuracy of two 

algorithms having the significant accuracy value of 

0.001 (p<0.005 T-Test for Independent Samples).  

Accuracy for the Identification of Plant 

plant disease with totally different optimizers used 

as activation functions to optimize the performance 

with the accuracy of 89.99%. Illness-affected 

pictures are taken once training the model to hold 

out varied steps like pre-processing, segmentation, 

feature extraction, feature fusion to mix all options, 

and classification of illness. For the classification 

task here used progressive Deep learning 

algorithms. A big action to the planned model is 

exploitation Restricted Boltzmann Machine deep 

learning for feature extraction to the illness image 

with the best accuracy of 97.4%. The Conventional 

Neural Network (CNN) classification algorithmic 

program is employed to extract the options, and 

may simply get the correct category with the 

accuracy of 98.59%. However, the planned model, 

the CNN algorithmic program is employed for 

extracting the feature as similar and in addition to 

searching out the structure with all the information 

within the dataset of every leaf. The terms feature 

extraction and account the structure square 

measure similarly (Misra and Wu 2020). 

Currently, out there datasets don't contain 

pictures gathered and tagged from real-life things. 

Another limitation is that the proposed strategies 

cannot currently observe multiple diseases in one 

image or multiple occurrences of a similar disease 

in one image. Therefore, careful thought ought to 

tend once selecting among these three networks on 

the condition that every design offers some 

blessings and suffers some limitations (Arsenovic 

et al. 2019). 

In the future, can able to improve this 

classification for any development in Deep 

Convolutional Neural Network  and also the 

applications of some massive complicated blatant 

knowledge. They improve this technique to 

acknowledge the assorted morbid leaf pictures. 

Systems area unit to be developed nonetheless to 

investigate massive areas of pictures. 

 

5. Conclusion 
In this research, Identification of Plant 

Leaf Disease performed using the image  dataset 

seems to be better accuracy (93.67%) using an 

innovative Convolution Neural Network than K-

Nearest Neighbors (81.07%). The clarity of 

Identification of Plant Leaf Disease is found with 

good accuracy. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/ot5g
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/eQGk
https://paperpile.com/c/YiivIR/eQGk
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Tables and Figures  

 

Table 1. Data collection from the N=10 samples of the dataset for KNN  with the size of 28 * 28 pixels to gain 

accuracy (%)  and CNN to gain accuracy(%). 

 

Samples 

(N) 

K-Nearest Neighbors Convolution Neural Network 

Accuracy(%) Accuracy(%) 

1 82.01 93.06 

2 80.02 93.79 

3 86.02 92.80 

4 74.35 93.61 

5 76.80 94 .42 

6 79.50 97.33 

7 75.12 93.34 

8 86.09 93.84 

9 86.10 94.09 

10 86.09 94.19 

 

Table 2. Comparison of the accuracy of Identification of Plant Leaf Disease of KNN  and CNN.CNN algorithm 

had the highest accuracy (93.68) . KNN  had the lowest accuracy (81.31). 

 N Mean Std.Deviation Std. Error Mean 

 

 

Accuracy 

KNN 10 81.3110 4.73714 1.49801 

CNN 10 93.6850 1.4256 .48135 
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Table 3. The Independent Sample T-Test is used for the sample collections by fixing the level of significance as 

0.05 with a confidence interval as 95 %. After applying the SPSS calculation, CNN has accepted a statistically 

significant value(P<0.05). 

 

Levene's Test 

for Equality 

of Variances 

T-Test for Equality of Means 

f sig t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tiled) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Lower Upper 

ACCURACY 

Equal 

variances 

assumed 

Equal variance 

not assumed 

 

17.486 0.001 

-7.90 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-7.90 

18 

 

 

 

 

 

10.617 

000 

 

 

 

 

 

000 

-12.37200 

 

 

 

 

-12.37200 

1.56438 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5648 

-15.6586 

 

 

 

 

 

-15.8304 

-9.085 

 

 

 

 

 

-8.913 

 

 
Fig. 1. Identification of Plant Leaf Disease  

 

 
Fig.2. Flow chart of  K-Nearest Neighbor 
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FLOWCHART 

 

 
Fig.3.  Flow chart of Convolution Neural Network 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simple Bar Mean of Accuracy KNN Error Range (0.82 - 0.86)  and CNN Error Range (0.92 - 0.94)  with 

Mean accuracy of detection ± 1 SD.X Axis: KNN vs CNN Y-Axis: Mean accuracy of the detection ± 1 SD. 

 


